“Great achievement is usually born of great sacrifice, and is never the result of selfishness…”

These words that bloomed like elite flowers from the beautiful roots of Napoleon Hill revealed the power of many that has been concealed. But let me ask you, what takes a simple person or individual to call himself a true achiever?

From running into a school of hard knocks, until facing the odds of life’s reality, have you ever worked so hard that you achieved a goal, feeling like you have possessed that surpassing power? From centuries and decades, until in this generation, we have the so-called over achievers, who perform better than expected, with great hardwork and effort. But, what really drives them to work so hard?

First of all, over achievers have perseverance and determination because of their natural, innate skills. Many people are born to a smart, talented and even to a wealthy family. This is a good factor which makes them benefit on having enough support as a foundation.

On the other hand, a dark past could be the one that makes overachievers hold on not just only in their dream, but also to many more goals. There are topnotchers, students and successful people that are well-known for having a life which was once poor, hard and sometimes nasty. With this many are inspired to work harder and do their best, especially at times when life is at its hardest peak.
Despite of all the adversities, overachievers prove that nothing is impossible, and that this “impossible” could pay off better than what we expect. So instead of seeing their flaws and criticizing their limitless abilities, let us just support them and make them as our inspiration and role model, as long as everything’s good and will do good in return.

Indeed, we shall recognize overachievers for all the good deeds that they poured out from their hearts, not just for their own sake, but also for others. Just like Hill’s statement, a great achievement comes with great sacrifice, which involves being selfless. As what I could only say, “If opportunity looks a forward to you, you should do your best and stand when you fall. If you ever find your life as an ameliorated role, strengthen, fortify your point as a tremendous soul”.
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